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Abstract

Receptive fields of single units in the auditory midbrain of anesthetized rats were studied using
random FM-tone stimuli of narrow frequency-ranges.  Peri-spike averaging of the modulating waveform
first produced a spectro-temporal receptive field (STRF).  Combining STRFs obtained from the same
unit at different frequency regions generated a composite receptive field covering a wider frequency
range of 2 to 3 octaves.  About 20% of the composite STRFs (26/122) showed a pattern of multiple-bands
which were not clear in the non-composite maps.  Multiple-bands in a given composite map were often
oriented in the same direction (representing upward or downward FM ramp) separated at rather regular
frequency intervals.  They reflect multiple FM trigger features in the stimulus rather than repetitive
firing to a single trigger feature.  Results showed that the subcortical auditory pathways are capable of
detecting multiple FM features and such sensitivity could be useful in detecting multiple-harmonic FM
bands present in the vocalization sounds.
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Introduction

What stimulus feature in the complex sound
auditory neurons would best  respond to is  a
fundamental question in understanding neural coding
of complex sounds (45).  A number of studies have
been made to determine the trigger features of central
auditory neurons particularly with reference to time-
varying features that characterize many speech sounds.
Hermes et al. (17) were the first to present white noise
to evoke spike responses from auditory units and by
the technique of reverse correlation, reconstructed
stimulus features time-locked to the evoked neural
spikes.  The result, plotted on the time-frequency plane,
is known as a spectro-temporal receptive field (STRF)
of the neuron (1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 15, 20, 27).  Others used
more complicated stimuli like random chords, dynamic
ripple noise, or even natural sounds (6, 7, 13, 21, 37,
38, 42).  These methods are similar in nature to the
original white noise approach in using random stimuli

coupled with spike-triggered averaging.  More recently,
the use of a random frequency modulated (FM) tone
to produce STRF has been shown to work with great
efficacy (3, 18, 33).  The random FM tone is generated
as follows: a low-pass filtered white noise is fed to the
voltage-to-frequency input of a sine-wave generator
to produce the acoustic signal.  The voltage of the
time-varying waveform dictates the instantaneous
frequency of the sine-wave and results in a random
FM tone.  Averaging or overlaying the pre-spike
modulating waveforms (rather than the acoustic
waveform per se) yields a STRF within a period of
data collection as brief as 2 min.  Each of the above
methods has its own merits and shortcomings.  For
example, the method of random chord stimulation can
reveal inhibitory areas in the receptive field but the
data collection is more time-consuming.  On the other
hand the method of random FM stimulation is faster
but it fails to reveal the inhibitory areas.  The latter
method would be adequate in studies when only the
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excitatory responses are of interest.
These studies are often designed to determine

the “trigger” features of central auditory neurons given
a complex sound stimulus.  “Trigger feature” is
operationally useful in characterizing stimulus-coding
of central neurons.  The term “trigger” was first used
in studies of other non-auditory systems.  It referred
to the robust responses evoked from a neuron after
presenting specific stimulus feature (25, 28, 44). The
term “trigger feature” is closely related in concept to
“feature selectivity” (6) and “receptive space” (31,
32).  In reference to trigger features, the probabilistic
nature of neural response to identical stimulus is often
acknowledged (3) and the neural circuitry under study
is assumed to behave like a linear system.

FM signals are one of the trigger features as
they are present in vocalization sounds of many animal
species (11, 16, 29, 36).  In human, FM components
are known to be important for speech recognition

(19).  It is therefore not surprising that FM sensitive
cells are commonly found in the auditory system (12,
14, 22, 31, 34, 35).  For example, about 1/3 of units
found in the inferior colliculus (IC) are driven by FM
but not by pure tones (31).  The IC is also the first
nuclear station in the ascending auditory system where
FM specialized responses emerge in a substantial
proportion (10).  However, the reported proportion of
FM sensitive neurons in the auditory system varies
across laboratories due to differences in experimental
procedure and in the definition of FM-sensitivity (14,
31, 34, 39).  In general, the FM-specialized cells
increase in proportion from brainstem towards cortex,
according to a finding that supports the importance of
FM sensitivity in coding complex sounds (40).

In a typical STRF of a FM-sensitive neuron
obtained with random FM tone, there is a dense
overlap of the modulating waveforms preceding the
occurrence of spikes.  In spite of neural response jitter

Fig. 1. Examples from three IC cells showing (A): STRF of an “FM-insensitive” unit, (B): single-band STRF of an “FM-sensitive” unit,
(C): multiple-band STRF of an “FM-sensitive” unit (in composite plot), and (D): same cell as in (C) showing the individual
STRFs that are used to form the composite plot by frequency and time overlay.  Note the systematically varied frequency ranges
and the spectral overlap across STRFs.  The count at each pixel is color-coded (see scales on the right) to reflect the degree of
overlap in the modulating waveform preceding the spike.  Spike occurrence is aligned at peri-spike time zero (vertical dashed
line).  Each STRF is the result of summing 800 to 2,000 modulating waveforms.  Arrows indicate area of low probability of
waveform overlap, suggesting the presence of inhibitory areas.  Note the difference in frequency scale across panels.
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(3), this dense overlap forms a visible band-like
structure in the receptive field (e.g., Fig. 1A).  The
band-like structure is typically oriented at an angle to
the time axis, representing an FM trigger feature for
the cell.  For most IC units, such FM features precede
spike occurrence at latencies consistent with the
central transmission time of about 8-12 msec as
measured from the cochlea to the IC (3, 33, 43).
Using such an approach, single-band STRF was
revealed for the overwhelming majority of IC units
(33), whereas in the primary auditory cortex, some
multiple-band STRFs have been reported using
dynamic ripple noise as stimulus (7, 13, 21, 38).
Knowledge on the subcortical processing of multiple-
band FM stimuli is missing; however, it is obviously
important in understanding the coding of speech sound.

In this study, we determined STRFs of FM-
sensitive cells in the auditory midbrain using random
FM-tone stimuli.  For a given cell we first obtained a
series of STRFs with partial overlap in frequency range
and STRFs were subsequently combined to form a
composite map.  We found multiple-band patterns in
as many as 21% of the STRFs.

Materials and Methods

Animal Preparation

Young adult rats (Sprague-Dawley, body weight:
150-300 gm) were used. Anesthesia was induced by
Urethane (Sigma, 2.0 gm/kg b.w., i.p.) and maintained
with supplementary doses when needed (0.5 gm/kg
b.w., i.p.).  Tracheal secretion was reduced by Robinul
(Robins, 0.02 mg/ml, 0.05 mg/kg b.w., s.c.).
Craniotomy exposed the occipital lobe on one side,
followed by gentle aspiration of the cortex to visualize
the underlying IC.  Cerebrospinal fluid was drained at
the foramen magnum to minimize brain pulsation.  A
screw was cemented onto the frontal skull for
subsequent fixation to a special head holder to facilitate
free-field acoustic stimulation.  The skin incision was
partially sutured to restore the pinnae back to their
resting positions.  Rectal temperature was controlled
at 38 ± 0.5°C by a thermal pad.  During recording, the
animal was placed inside a sound room (1.8 × 2.45 ×
2.28 m, Height × Width × Length, Industrial Acoustic
Co. Winchester, UK), the inner wall of which was
lined with corrugated foam to reduce sound reflections.
The acoustic insulation of the room was > 40 dB from
0.5 to 40 kHz.  The experiment was remotely controlled
from outside the sound room.

Acoustic Stimulation

The “random” modulating signals were digitally
generated (HP Workstation E4).  First, a wide-band

noise signal (100 kHz) was low-pass filtered (6 dB/
octave roll-off) at a cut-off frequency of 12.5, 25 or
125 Hz.  FM stimuli of this kind have been shown to
be effective in exciting FM cells in the rat IC (33).  A
computer interface (Tucker Davis Technologies DD1)
was used to deliver the stimulus and collect spike
responses.  Acoustic signals were amplified (QUAD
306) and fed into a free field speaker (Pioneer SP77)
placed 70 cm in the horizontal plane 30° in azimuth
contralateral to the exposed IC.  This placed the sound
source in the general direction of the acoustic axis for
maximal sound effects.  The overall frequency response
of the audio system was within ±12 dB from 0.4 to 40
kHz as measured with a calibration microphone (Bruel
& Kjaer 4191) at the head of the animal.

Electrophysiology

Single unit activities were recorded extracellularly
with a glass micropipette filled with 3 M KCl solution
and some with additional 2% Pontamine sky blue
(impedance: 30-60 MΩ).  The electrode explored the
IC at multiple steps of 1-3 µm as controlled by a motorized
microdrive (Narishige 5113).  The unit activity was
amplified (Axonprobe-1A, Princeton Applied Research
C-5113) and band-pass filtered at 0.3 to 3.0 kHz to
improve signal-to-noise ratio.  Unit activities were
monitored audio-visually according to the conventional
procedure of extracellular recordings.  Finally, single
spikes were conditioned into 0.5 msec rectangular pulses
using a level discriminator and their time of occurrence
stored in the computer for off-line analysis.

At the end of experiment, electrophoretic
injection of Pontamine sky blue (-3 µA for 5 min) was
made to mark the location of the last recording site.
Histological verification of recording site was done
by sectioning the brain at 40 µm on a freezing
microtome and examining the dye injection sites under
microscope (details see reference 30).

Generation of STRF

After an auditory responsive unit had been
identified by its response to an intense click (90 dB
SPL, 0.1 msec duration), its best frequency (BF) and
minimum threshold (MT) to steady tone stimuli were
determined.  Responses to the 3 random FM stimuli
were recorded at a level 30 dB above its MT with
center frequency set near the unit’s BF.  Only the dataset
with best total spike count to the 3 random FM stimuli
was analyzed.  Each dataset contained a total of 60
trials (each of 2 sec long).  Neural spikes, after being
conditioned into rectangular pulses, were digitized
concurrently with the modulating waveforms.  The
peri-spike modulating waveforms (40 msec pre-, to
10 msec post-spike) were extracted and summed pixel-
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by-pixel in the time-versus-frequency plane.  The
density of waveform overlap was further color-coded
for visualization of overlapping regions in the STRF.
The next center frequency of the random FM stimulus
was varied systematically from low to high with 30 to
50% overlap between adjacent STRFs (see example
in Fig. 1D).  For any given unit, 4 to 5 STRFs were
generated at different carrier frequencies covering the
neighboring regions of its BF.  STRFs were then
combined to produce a composite map of STRF (Fig.
1B).  This procedure involved alignment of adjacent
STRFs along the frequency axis and then summing
the results pixel-by-pixel.  The frequency range in the
composite STRFs normally covered 2 to 3 octaves
around the BF of the unit, enough to reveal most bands
in the STRF.

Generation of Response Area (RA)

Here we used a large-range but slow FM sweep
as stimulus.  The instantaneous frequency was varied
exponentially from 1 to 10 or 1 to 60 kHz, representing
a frequency range of 3.3 or 5.9 octaves with the
stimulus level varied systematically across 2-sec trials
(Fig. 2B).  By plotting the spike response of the unit
as a dot raster, we characterized the unit’s sensitivity
to tone stimuli as a function of instantaneous frequency
and intensity, or its response area (RA) (details see
reference 4).

Experimental procedures were approved by the
Animal Ethics Committee of the National Cheng
Kung University.

Results

We studied a total of 291 units in 32 rats.  All the
dye-injected sites were found within the central and
external divisions of the IC.  The ranges of BF and MT
of these units were respectively 1 to 60 kHz and -20
to 75 dB SPL, covering the normal audiogram of the
rat.  The 3 random FM stimuli effectively activated
about 3/4 of the auditory units (n = 217) that were
driven by the hunting click signal.  Table 1A shows
the distribution of units in 3 categories based on their
responses to FM and pure tones.  About 40% of the
units (n = 112) responded to random FM but not to
pure tone (we called “FM-specialized” cells, see
reference 31).  About 35% (n = 105) responded to
both random FM and pure tone (“FM-mixed” cells).
The remaining 25% responded only to pure tone
(“FM-insensitive” cells).  The statistics were
comparable to a previous report on a larger population
(31) indicating a rather even sampling of the IC.

In 217 IC units (75% of sample) that had responded
to FM stimuli, 56% of them (n = 122) displayed clear
band-like structures in their receptive fields.  These

STRFs were further analyzed. About half of them (63/
122, 52%) belonged to the subpopulation of “FM-
specialized” cells, and the other half (59/122, 48%)
belonged to the subpopulation of “FM-mixed” cells.

Two general patterns of STRF were found, viz.,
(a) single-band (e.g., Fig. 1B), or (b) multiple-band
(e.g., Fig. 1C).  More multiple-bands STRFs were
found in the “FM-mixed” subpopulation than the
“FM-specialized” (31% versus 11%, Table 1B).  The
majority of composite STRFs (96/122, 79%,) showed
single-band patterns.  The upward or downward FM
bands occurred at almost equal chances (51% versus
49%).  Occasionally, there were two bands, one upward
and one downward FM crossing each other at the BF
(appearing in a shape like a cross in the STRF map.)
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Fig. 2. Comparison of STRF and RA of the same cell.  (A):
multiple-band STRF showing the regular intervals be-
tween adjacent bands.  (B): RA obtained with two differ-
ent exponential tone sweeps (frequency was varied from
1 to 10 kHz in 0.5 or 0.25 sec, with intensity varied
systematically across trials from top to bottom).  Upper
panel shows the exponential waveforms depicting the
instantaneous frequency of the slow FM tone.  Lower
panel shows the corresponding spike responses in re-
sponse to the two exponential FM stimuli (each action
potential is represented by a dot).  Arrows: frequency
marks in kHz.  Note regular intervals between arrows in
(A) and vertical strip spike response pattern in (B).  For
comparison the red dashed lines in (B) mark the stimulus
level and frequency range of the random FM used in
obtaining the STRF in (A).  For simplicity, the dashed
lines are shown only on the rising phase of the exponen-
tial tone-sweep.
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For the sake of simplicity, we classified this cross-
pattern of STRF as single-band in this study.  Upward
and downward FMs were found across almost all BFs.
There is no difference between the mean BFs of
upward-FM and downward-FM units (mean ± SD:
11.8 ± 11.8 versus 13.7 ± 8.5, P = 0.39, Student’s t-
test).

A smaller but substantial number of composite
STRFs (26/122, 21%) showed two or more bands
(mean ± SD = 2.3 ± 0.5) (Fig. 1C).  We classified them
as “multiple-band” STRFs according to the definition
that at least two of the bands appeared in the same
orientation.  Again, both upward and downward bands
were found.  Furthermore, there was a mixture of
upward and downward FM bands especially for “FM-
mixed” cells.  The highest number of bands we found
was 5.  In terms of response sensitivity, the mean MT
of multiple-band units was similar to that of single-
band units (mean ± SD: 48.2 ± 27.0 versus 45.9 ±
20.8, P = 0.65, Student’s t-test).  For comparison, the
STRF of “FM-insensitive” unit is also shown in Fig.
1A.

For the subpopulation multiple-band units, we
also examined the band pattern in their individual
STRFs.  Since these individual STRFs form the basis
of the composite map.  As shown in Fig. 1D (the same
unit as in Fig. 1C), the STRFs obtained at a narrow
spectral range systemically varied across frequency
produce pictures each of which we would have

classified as single-band according to our criteria.
Nearly half of those units that we had eventually
classified as multiple-band (12/26, 46%) showed
single-band in the non-composite map.  Hence, the
approach of composite map has doubled the chance of
revealing multiple-band units in the IC.

The relationship between adjacent bands in the
composite STRFs was further examined.  The multiple
frequency bands in the STRF often appeared in rather
regular intervals.  In Fig. 2A, three bands were found
at 2.2, 3.9, 5.5 kHz with an inter-band interval of 1.6
kHz.

For those units with multiple-band STRF
particularly in the subpopulation of “FM-mixed” cells,
we were also able to compare band patterns in STRF
with their responses to more steady tones as expressed
in terms of response area (RA).  At such a slow and
long FM sweep, similar multiple-band responses
occurred in the form of vertical strips of response in
the dot raster within comparable frequency ranges of
the STRF.  However, there was no exact correspondence
to the STRF band patterns.  Figure 2 shows an example
of a comparison between STRF and the corresponding
RA of a cell.  First the band patterns in RA and STRF
though occupied comparable frequency ranges were
obviously different from each other.  Second, their
respective thresholds of response were also different.
For example, at the intensity of 30 dB SPL (dashed
lines in Fig. 2B, lower panel) the RA shows only a

Table 1

A: Classification of IC units according to their responses to pure tones or random FM tones (n = 291 cells in 32 rats).

Stimulus No. of cells
Cell type

Pure tone FM tone (% of total )

“FM specialized” – + 39% (n = 112)
“FM-mixed” + + 36% (n = 105)

“FM insensitive” + – 25% (n = 74)
No. of cells

62% (n = 179) 75% (n = 217) 100% (n = 291)
(% of total)

B: Relative proportions of single or multiple-band STRF in “FM-specialized” and “FM-mixed” cells that showed clear
bands in their STRFs (n = 112 cells).

“FM-specialized” Single-band Multiple-band
cells (n =  63) STRF STRF

No. of cells
55 (88%) 8 (11%)

(% of subpopulation)

“FM-mixed” Single-band Multiple-band
cells (n = 59) STRF STRF

No. of cells
41 (69%) 18 (31%)

(% of subpopulation)
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weak response to a tone with frequency modulated
around 5.5 kHz.  At the same level of stimulation, a
multiple-band pattern appears in the STRF. Responses
to falling phases of the tone sweep found mainly at
low sweep rates drop at increased sweep rates (Fig.
2B).  We often observed in other multiple-band units
a reduction in spike responses when the frequency
range of the random FM stimulus was intentionally
expanded.  Results showed that the STRF obtained
with narrow frequency-range stimuli cannot be
accurately predicted by the response pattern in the
RA.

Discussion

In the present study, a substantial proportion of
STRFs (21%) in IC are multiple-band as revealed by
compositing STRFs of narrow-frequency ranges.  This
proportion is the highest reported so far, compared
with a reduction to half (10%) of multiple-band units
if judged solely by non-composite STRF.  Since our
results of multiple-band STRFs were obtained using
a mono-tone stimulus, the proportion of multiple-
band units actually existed at the IC may still be
under-estimated.  For example, for units that require
simultaneous multiple-FM tones as trigger feature,
they would not be activated by our mono-tone stimulus.
Multiple-band units described here are not the same
as “combination-sensitive” neurons as reported at the
IC and the auditory cortex of the echo-locating bat
(25, 41).  The approach of reverse correlation used
here would fail to detect such nonlinear response
properties since the response to the simultaneous
presence of two different tones is not a linear sum of
the energy at their respective frequencies.  Regardless
of this, our results suggested that such multiple-band
units, by virtue of their substantial proportion in the
auditory midbrain, could play a more important role
in coding complex sounds than previously thought.

Band features in individual STRFs merge well
with one another in the composite map.  This suggested
that the neural system under study behaved grossly in
a linear fashion to the monotone stimulus.  If the system
behaves nonlinearly, the individual bands obtained at
different carrier frequencies would fail to merge in
the composite map.  This finding also justified the use
of composite maps to reveal FM trigger features.
However, one cannot exclude the possibility that non-
linear interactions may occur especially at the cortex
when more tones were presented simultaneously (24).

The present method of getting at the receptive
fields of auditory neuron results in a different picture
than those revealed using a single large-range FM
stimulus.  Specifically, there are more trigger features
found in the STRF than in the RA, a finding that is
consistent with a greater sensitivity to the random FM

tone.  The discrepancy in results could also be related
to the presence of un-revealed inhibition.  Inhibitory
side-bands are well known to exist in IC (23).  Inhibitory
areas flanking the upper and lower bounds of an FM
band have been reported in the STRF of auditory cortex
(6).  Similarly inhibitory area was also used in successful
modeling of the STRF of FM-specialized cells (18).
In the present study some areas of the STRF next to
the band-like structure show exceptionally low
probability of modulating waveform, consistent with
the presence of inhibitory areas (e.g., arrows in Fig.
1B-C).  Our finding of a greater proportion of multiple-
band STRFs could be related to the method of splitting
the wide-range stimulus into narrower FM tones before
combining results into composite STRFs for evaluation.
It is likely that random FM signals of narrow- but not
large-ranges have a greater chance of avoiding the
inhibitory areas especially those located above and
below the excitatory fields in the STRF.  This narrow-
range FM stimulus, by virtue of its similarity to the
spectral pattern present in the vocalization sound (Fig.
3) could well account for its greater excitability of IC
neurons.

The sensitivity to dynamic ripples or natural
sounds reported at the auditory cortex (7, 21, 38, 42)
could reflect an FM sensitivity already existed at the
midbrain.  We noticed that the regular frequency
intervals separating the various bands in the STRF
bear a striking similarity with the multiple harmonic
structures found in the rat vocalization sounds (Fig.
3).  It is tempting to speculate that the presence of

Fig. 3. Rat vocalization sounds showing the time waveform (top
panel, y-axis in arbitrary unit) and the corresponding
spectrogram (bottom panel) of a 2-sec sample.  The
spectrogram, obtained using short-time Fourier
Transforms, is color-coded to represent energy levels of
the frequency components (see scale bar at bottom,
arbitrary unit).  Note the presence of multiple harmonics
or multiple FM components in the form of parallel bands
(e.g. arrow).
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multiple-band in the STRF could form the basis for
detecting multiple harmonic components in the
vocalization sounds.  We have preliminary data to
show that FM-specialized cells often responded
vigorously to the vocalization signal where multiple-
band features are present.  Detailed comparison of
inter-band intervals in both the STRF and the
vocalization sound would lie beyond the scope of the
present study as we have not yet fully considered
other response determinants like stimulus levels.
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